University Courses

INST/International Studies

Ten Week Session

INST 4800         INST INTERNSHIP
701 (5448)     CRE 3.0                         Sahiliyeh E
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

INST 4900         SPECIAL PROBLEMS
001 (6565)     CRE V                         Sahiliyeh E
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Five Week Session One

INST 4800         INST INTERNSHIP
701 (5445)     CRE 3.0                         Sahiliyeh E
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Five Week Session Two

INST 4800         INST INTERNSHIP
701 (5446)     CRE 3.0                         Sahiliyeh E
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

INST 4900         SPECIAL PROBLEMS
700 (5470)     CRE V                         Sahiliyeh E
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Eight Week Session One

INST 4800         INST INTERNSHIP
701 (5447)     CRE 3.0                         Sahiliyeh E
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Full Summer Session

INST 4800         INST INTERNSHIP
701 (5444)     CRE 3.0                         Sahiliyeh E
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

UCRS/University Courses

Ten Week Session

UCRS 2100         CAREER DEVELOPMENT
001 (7049)     CRE 1.0   M     09:00 am-10:20 am   LANG 215   Eenigenburg M

UCRS 3150         SCHOLARLY RESEARCH
001 (4522)     CRE 2.0   F     09:00 am-11:50 am   BLB 065    Moen W

UCRS 4800         INTERNSHIP
001 (6633)     CRE V                       McCutcheon S
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
002 (6715)     CRE V                       Carroll L
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WGST/Women's & Gender Studies

Five Week Session One

WGST 2100 INTRO WMS GNDR STUDIES
050 (12155) CRE 3.0 INET Altik O
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION. THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TExAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

WGST 4800 INTERNSHIP
002 (6884) CRE 3.0 Re Cruz A
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

WGST 5850 INTERNSHIP
001 (6559) CRE 3.0 Re Cruz A
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

WGST 5900 SPECIAL PROBLEMS
001 (10704) CRE V Re Cruz A
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Five Week Session Two

WGST 4800 INTERNSHIP
001 (6568) CRE 3.0 Re Cruz A
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

WGST 5900 SPECIAL PROBLEMS
001 (6567) CRE V Re Cruz A
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
Eight Week Session One

WGST 2100 INTRO WMS GNDR STUDIES

500 (12183) CRE 3.0 INET Altiok O
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

501 (12184) CRE 3.0 INET Altiok O
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT
DEPARTMENT.